
COUNTABLE AND UNCOUNTABLE NOUNS



СOUNTABLE  NOUNS
СOUNTABLE  NOUNS   - можно посчитать.

one apple ten eggs



UNCOUNTABLE NOUNS

 UNCOUNTABLE NOUNS – нельзя посчитать 

flour meat



A jar of jam
A bottle of water

A box of sweetsA bar of chocolate



A loaf of bread
A long loaf of bread

A packet  of juice A jug of milk



A bunch of grapes
A can of milk

A tin of fish A packet of pasta



A cup of coffee A glass of juice

A piece of cheese A slice of sausage



a dozen eggs                               a head of cabbage

A small bunch of parsley                               some butter



Fill in a/ an, some

    1… meat ,2 ...orange, 3... chocolate, 4... 
jam, 5 ... butter, 6... melon, 7... soup, 
8...egg,  9... coffee,10... flour, 11... milk, 12 
... pear,13... lemons, 14...  lemonade, 15... 
sweets, 16… cream, 17... jam, 18… 
sausage, 19… milk,   20… tea, 
21…honey, 22 … cheese,  23…oil, 
24….grapes, 25…chocolate, 26… 
bananas, 27… sugar, 28… salt, 29… 
bread, 30…apples, 31…cucumbers, 32… 
water, 33... juice.    
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• a tin of... 
•  a loaf of….. 
•  a slice of ……
•  a jug of ……
• a glass of ……
•  a cup of ……
•  a bottle of …..
•  a packet ......
•  a carton of.......
•  a jar of........
•  a bar of .......
•  a can of ......
•  a piece of .......
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Head and shoulders knees and toes
Knees and toes
Head and shoulders knees and toes
Knees and toes
And eyes and ears
And a mouth and a nose
Head and shoulders 
knees and toes
Knees and toes



1. Write SOME/A/AN

1. 3.

2.



2. Write SOME/A/AN

1. 2.

3.



3. write which nouns are
      countable or uncountable 
                                       

SUGAR BUTTER

AIR

1. 2.

3.



4. Complete the sentences 
      with a, some or any.

1. Is there …………bottle of water in the fridge?

2. There is…………bread on the table.

3. There isn’t……….milk in the bottle.



5. Complete the sentences 
with a, some or any.

1. There is………eggs in the box.

2. Can I have………….cheese, please?

3. I have got……..cat.



6. Complete the sentences 
     with a, some or any.

1.  Do you want…………..cup of coffee?

2.  I haven't got……..car.

3. I don't know ..... good jokes.



7. Choose the correct word 
for each sentence.

1. Are there any……….. in the bowl?
2. Would you like a ……………of juice?
3. I need a……. and some………



8. Fill in the gaps 
with is, are, a or some.

1. Where…..the milk?

2. Apples…….my favourite fruit.

3. There……….some cheese in the fridge.



9. Fill in the gaps 
with is, are, a or some.

1. …. there any cheese in the fridge?

2. Would you like………..juice?

3. There………not any apples in my bag.



10. Correct the mistakes.        
                Is-are

1. Is there some sugar in your coffee?

2. There is some books on the table.

3. Are there some cherries in the basket?



11. Correct the mistakes.        
                Is-are

1. There isn’t some cheese in the basket.

2. Have you got some money?

3. Is there any lemons in the bowl?



12. Rewrite the sentences changing 
them from singular to plural or vice versa.

1. There is a plant in the garden.

2. There aren’t any pencils on the desk.

3. Is there a book on the desk?



Местоимения some, any, much, 
many, a lot of, little, few. 



Местоимения SOME и ANY на 
русский язык переводятся как –

несколько, некоторое 
количество. Но: SOME 

употребляется в 
утвердительных предложения , 

а ANY в отрицательных и 
вопросительных.  



ANY
I don`t want any 

Have you got any          s ? 

There are not any                     s in the zoo.

 
Are there any                   s     in the street ?



SOME
                                                I have some                 s

Give me some               s

We see some                  s
 
They have some                     s

                
                 There are some                       s on the tree.



Вставьте вместо пропусков 
some или any 

1. We haven`t got______milk.
2. Bob likes ______sugar in his tea.
3. She has_____money.
4. Are there ______pictures in his book?
5. I cannot see ______children in the yard.
6. I need_____carrots, onions and cabbage.
7. There is no______tea in my cup.
8. He has _____modern hats at home



MANY, MUCH, A LOT OF 
переводятся как МНОГО. 

Но: MANY употребляется с 
исчисляемыми 

существительными, MUCH с 
неисчисляемыми , A LOT OF и с 

теми , и с другими



MANY
We don`t need many              s    in the room. 

I don`t eat many               s.

There are many           s   in the kitchen-garden.

I see many                  s   in the yard.



MUCH
Do you have much                              ? 

There is no much                    in the tap.

You must not eat much                   

I don`t  drink much 



Вставьте вместо пропусков
 much или many

1.She ate __ice-cream and has got a sore throat.
2. Have you _____work to do?
3. There are_____apples on the plate.
4. I spend _____time for reading.
5. Children have brought_____mushrooms.
6. Pupils have ______questions.
7. He made _____ mistakes in reading.
8. Do you have_____money?


